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The objectives of the Society shall be:
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2.5

to arouse interest in and to promote the study and discussion of Australian
and South Australian history and in particular, the history of the City of
Burnside;
to promote the collection, recording, preservation and classification of
.works, source material and artefacts of all kinds relating to Burnside history;
to assist in the protection and preservation of buildings, works and sites of
historical significance in the City of Burnside;
to co-operate with similar societies and other bodies throughout Australia;
to do all such other things as are conducive or incidental to the attainment of
any of the above objectives.
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David Argyll Campbell Reid,
Honorary Life Member of the Burnside Historical
Society, died 16 November 1997 after a long illness.
David and Janet joined the Society in 1988. He was a
very active General Committee member, serving as
Secretary from 1989 - 1992 and as Treasurer from 1992
- 1995 . He performed other General Committee
functions including coordinating the Program Planning
Sub-Committee; planning and organising the Society's
weekend visit to Clare in 1993; representing the Society
as a speaker; leading guided bus tours in the Burnside
district and researching and writing two historic
walking tours in the Glen Osmond area. Finally he
managed a three year project which resulted in a three
volume Survey of Plaques in the City of Burnside being
presented to the Mayor of Burnside for lodgement in the
Local History Collection of the Burnside Library. The
presentation took place at the Annual General Meeting
in April 1995, after which David was awarded Honorary
Life Membership.
The Society extends sincere condolences to Janet, their
children and grandchildren.
To have lived all your days, honest and beloved, and come to the
end with your good name, isn 't that a fin e thing to be proud op

Edith burgh jetty in the days of the coastal steamer, with the
Warrawee about to berth (no date).
Source A Story of Coobowie Edith burgh and District, Edith burgh
Museum Committee, 1986, p. 33.
Reprinted with kind permission from the Museum Committ ee.

RL Stevenson
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Program 1998

16 March
Monday

19 January
Monday

A Stroll through Stirling
Stirling's character has changed during the past 150
years when land was first auctioned for market gardens.
Chris Chardon, a life time resident, will explain its
history from an early village to the present day during a
twilight stroll (no climbing involved).
Some may wish to stay for a meal afterwards as the tour
ends at Seimer's Restaurant, originally a country store.
The cost is $10 - $12 (reservations 1'8339 2235). One
of the two buses may stay to transport diners back, or
own transport arrangements may be used (leave the
Freeway at Stirling/Aldgate turnoff. Tum right at the
first roundabout).
Others may also wish to go by bus, returning to
Burnside as soon as the walk is finished.

Bus $5.00
Meeting free.
Bus travellers: 6.00 pm. at Burnside Community Centre,
6.30 pm.
Own Transport:
Stirling Institute, 50 yards along A venue Road.
Meeting Place:
1¼ km lasting 1¼ hours.
Tour Length:
the bus numbers are limited to 35 max.,
Essential:
Bookings:
tour numbers are required,
catering numbers are required.
Alan Cross: ir8333 2748
Contact:
Cost:
Time:

16 February A Store called Johnnies
John Martin and Co. Ltd will close early in 1998 after
Monday
trading for more than 100 years. Beverley Tripodi's
presentation will describe the company's development
and latterly its more chequered history.
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Celebrating the Achievements of Notable South
Australians
Amongst his other publications Stewart Cockburn has
written about 21 notables, representing a generation of
older citizens who have made a valuable contribution to
our country. They all share characteristics of
innovation, dedication, public service and vision. Their
lives recall events and values of our State which they
have enriched socially and culturally.

A Visit to two of Port Adelaide's treasures
A half day tour with a salty tang. First we will visit the
gallery and workshop of John Ford - a maritime artist
specialising in the early ships which came to SA.
(shared transport may be arranged).
Own transport:
at 32 Hilton Street, Birkenhead.
Meet at 1.30 pm
¾ - 1 hour.
Length of visit:
No charge.
22 March
Sunday
afternoon

Cost:
Bookings:
Contact:

Next proceed as a group to the Maritime Museum,
followed by afternoon tea at Lipton's Tea Rooms as an
optional extra.
Lipson Street, Port Adelaide
$5.00 (group price)
(we need to notify numbers)
Essential
ir8331 8828
Edna Bayfield:

20 April
Monday

Annual General Meeting (short) followed by
A Conceptual Walk through Adelaide in 1898
Trevor Barr.
Speaker:

18May
Monday

Topic to be confirmed

15 June
Monday

Topic to be confirmed

20 July
Monday

Topic to be confirmed
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17 August
Monday

The Titanic Disaster in 1919
Speaker:
Mr John Evans

21 September Topic to be confirmed (relevant to weekend trip)
Monday
19 October
Monday

The Unknown Soldier
Speaker:
Mr Simon Berry

16 November Topic to be confirmed
Monday
Proposed Weekend Trip:
October
the mid north

MEETINGS of the Burnside Historical Society are held in the
Burnside Community Centre on the third Monday of each month at
8.00 pm unless an alternative time or venue are notified.

~£asn n' s <Bir££iings
are extended to all readers
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CHARLES CAMERON KINGSTON
AND HIS ROLE IN AUSTRALIAN FEDERATION
Meeting, Monday 18 August 1997.
Since retiring from politics, Mr. John Bannon, former Premier of South
Australia, has been undertaking a doctoral thesis in political history.
He was therefore a most appropriate speaker for the above topic.
In opening his address, Mr. Bannon pointed out that in order to understand our
present and chart the future, we should know our past history. The history of
Federation tends focus on the Eastern States, as if the remainder of Australia
were peripheral. This is not correct, as the rest of Australia was fundamental
to the issue of Federation. South Australia played a particularly critical role
through the person of Charles Cameron Kingston, a 'founding father' of
Federation, along with Henry Parkes, Edmund Barton and Alfred Deakin. In
1889, Parkes drew attention to two major reasons in favour of Federation common defence and unification of the railways. Many politicians also
wanted the colonies to eliminate inter-colonial tariffs. Popular support for
Federation grew steadily. In 1890 and 1891, the colonies held conventions to
discuss Federation. The 1891 convention, the Australasian Federal
Convention, assembled in Adelaide to draft a Federal constitution. Federation
was seen as inevitable and axiomatic - an island therefore a nation - but for
every argument put forward to support Federation, there were equally valid
counter-arguments. Nothing came of these 1891 proposals due to the jealousy
of the colonies in guarding their individual rights as they saw them.
Interesting and viable alternatives to Federation were seriously discussed in the
1890s. These included various proposals such as union without Tasmania,
without Queensland; without Western Australia; union of New South Wales
and Victoria only (never mind the other States!). All these alternatives
produced much difficult debate, and delayed the establishment of Federation.
And so we come to Charles Cameron Kingston, born in Adelaide on 22
October 1850. In 1881 he entered Parliament as the member for West
Adelaide, and thus began a career which made him famous throughout the
whole of Australia. From 1884-1885 and then from 1887-1889 he was
Attorney-General, and from 1893-1899 he was Premier of South Australia.
Mr. Bannon pointed out the benefits of Federation for South Australia, which
Kingston had discerned. They were its location (cross-roads between the east
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and the west); the wine industry (needed markets and access); the south-east
(strengthen its existing connections with Victoria); the River Murray
(a national entity would ensure that South Australia got properly-managed
rights); Broken Hill (already linked with its mineral production to South
Australia); and access to goldfields of Western Australia.
After the failure of the 18 91 convention, Kingston almost single-handedly
'kick started' it again in 18 97. He had two objectives - get the leaders of the
State Governments to commit themselves; and not to repeat the mistake of
1891 when the Government appointed the delegates. Kingston saw it as
essential to involve members of the community, with the electorate to choose
10 from each State. (A noticeable omission was that of females from any of
the Federation conventions.) With the aim of drafting a Constitution to be
taken to the people's vote in a referendum, the 1897 convention met in
Adelaide for the first session, with Kingston as President of that and
subsequent conventions, a role for which he was widely praised. Following
meetings again in 1898 and 1899, a drafting committee drew up the Federal
Constitution. In 1898 and again in 1899, people throughout the continent
voted for or against Federation. The second referendum saw an overwhelming
vote in favour of Federation. On completion of the relevant legislation in
1900, Kingston had attended more meetings on Federation than any other
delegate. The British Government finally approved the new constitution when
it passed the Commonwealth of Australia Act, which proclaimed Australia as
a Federation.
The Federal Constitution, to which Kingston had devoted much time and
energy, represented a compromise between th~ desire for national unity and the
interests of the individual states. The Federal Government gained control over
issues such as foreign affairs, defence, immigration, trade and tariffs, and the
arbitration of interstate industrial disputes, and over some social services. The
State Governments retained control over issues such as education, health and
land laws. On January I, 1901, the Earl ofHopetoun, the first governorgeneral proclaimed the Commonwealth of Australia. Kingston was elected to
the first Federal Parliament, and was expected to become the first Prime
Minister. However, that honour went to Edmund Barton, and Kingston was
appointed the first Minister for Trade and Customs, introducing the first
national tariff system.
Elizabeth Rogers
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Kingston's Historic House
A visit to Charles Cameron Kingston's historic house Marino at Kingston
Park near Marino/Seacliff was an appropriate follow on to John Bannon's
presentation on CCK at the August meeting. Fifteen members and friends
met at the house on 21 September 1997.
George Strickland Kingston arrived in South Australia aboard the Cygnet
in 1836 as Deputy Surveyor to Colonel Light. In 1839 he bought 80 acres of
high ground overlooking the sea about 5 miles south of Glenelg. That same
year he allowed Robert Bristow to build a 4 roomed imported wooden
building on the site, and then to operate the Marino Inn - which became a
popular tourist resort. In the 1850s Kingston had the house enlarged and
used it as a family summer residence. He entered the Legislative Council
and after a distinguished career received a knighthood.
Charles Cameron Kingston was born in 1850 of George Kingston's second
marriage and inherited Kingston House when his father died in 1880. He
also entered politics and became Premier, playing a vital role in the lead up
to federation . He died in 1908 and his widow lived at Marino until her death
in 1919.
In 1924 the Brighton Council petitioned the Government to buy the house
and grounds for use as a public reserve. The house was vacant for many
years, leased to different tenants, and also used for various functions since
then .
By 1981 with mounting concern for the deteriorating state of the house,
action was taken to preserve it. The State Government listed it on its own
Register of State Heritage and also the Register of the National Estate.
Money was allocated for restoration and repair.
During renovations in 1983 as old plaster was stripped away, one of the
original timber walls was found. Now in a passageway, it was framed and
labelled as an excellent example of the old 'lathe and plaster' method of
plastering. Since 1983 the house has been leased to Kingston's Historic
House Development Committee who manage the maintenance, use and care
of the house. They have mounted displays in the entrance foyer and long
passageway. One description of Charles Kingston was far more descriptive
than John Bannon permitted himself to be - concentrating as he did on
Kingston's political achievements.
Devonshire tea served i~ the old dining room was a welcome finale to an
interesting afternoon.
Barbara Parker
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AN ILL-SHAPED LEG
The settlement and development of Yorke Peninsula
8 September 1997
This talk hy Dr. Ge<~ffrey Bishop is apreparation for the Society's
tour of the area in Octoher. !he speake: draws n~Jt only upon .his .
historical and heritaf!,e expenence but his academic educatwn in
horticulture. He is well known in our area for his valuable contribution
a-. a Friend rif Ferguson Park. He is currently working on the
agricultural component of the Heritage Survey of Yorke Peninsula
and about to make a new career as a Rarden consultant.
The title of Dr. Bishop's talk derives from Flinders' comment on. this
flat narrow piece of land, appended to the c~ast of South Austrah~.
Em Carmichael's book The Ill-Shaped leg 1s a text upon the subject
of Yorke Peninsular which he highly recommends as preliminary
reading. He gave other references and n:ien~oned that ~e can cit~ 205
publications, other then pamphlets, which 1s encouraging for v1stors.
In 1802, Mathew Flinders mapped the Peninsula and named it for the
first Earl of Hardwicke. It is a great tribute to Flinders' enormous
talents that his maps are still in everyday use today. The area is 250
kms. long from north to south and its widest point is only 24 kms. Its
soil consists predominantly of calcrete over limestone which can be
seen as building material and walling all over Yorke Peninsula.
Despite a reasonable rainfall for South Australian mallee land, from
early settlement water was seen as a key problem because the calcrete
soils were not water holding and there are no water courses.The
terrain is gently sloping with the Yorke Valley, an ancient, dry
watercourse nmning down the centre. Originally the foot was
separated from the leg but in the 1890s the Peesey Swamp was
drained to provide grazing land.

Although Yorke Peninsula is now one of the more prosperous of
South Australian farming areas, until wells were put down the early
settlers would move stock off in the summer to other pastures. Many
well-known families are associated with the history of Yorke
Peninsula and among them the Rogers of Tusmore. They held o~her
properties from the central to the southern area. lake Sunday still
stands, probably the oldest ruin on the Peninsula.
Whilst agriculture was the main source of income thanks to the u~e of
superphosphate and the succes_s of bar~ey, mining was also promment
and especially gypsum , dolomite and hmestone.
The height of prosperity was in the last quarter of t~e I 9th century.
The ports were thriving, both for transport and_tounsm but nowadays
the roads largely replace shipping.Towns fl~)Un_shed ~hrough the
growth of farm related industries a~d there 1s still dehght to be found
in holiday exploration of York Pemnsula.
Dr. Bishop showed a number of interesting black and whi~e sl~des.
Whoever says that colour prints have supersede? t~at medrnn_i. It was
a treat for all of us, apart from the future exc~rs1omsts to receive
information so well put together and the audience was very happy.
Barbara Crompton

Settlement began in 1838 when Robert Koch and Dr. Jamieson
inspected the area and decided that, although the soil was not
particularly fertile, it was not a barren, sandy waste.Surveys were
made and John Barton Hack set up a shortlived property at Port
Victoria. Occupational leases only lasted between 1842 and 1846.
They were short and settlers had not the security t~ e~coura~e them. to
invest heavily, thus only a small number of old bmldmgs still remams.
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WEEKEND TRIP TO YORKE PENINSULA
18 - 19 October, 1997
Under the capable guidance of our favourite 'Mikado' character, Richard
House, and one of our favourite bus drivers, Bob, members and friends of the
Burnside Historical Society enthusiastically departed at 8 am on Saturday,
·
18 October, for our 1997 'weekend away'.
With Richard's entertainment of historical 'snippets' en route, we soon
arrived for our morning tea stop at Wendy's Way Gallery, Port Wakefield .
Here we enjoyed not only welcome refreshments set in a botanical garden
environment, but also the opportunity to learn of local history and to inspect
local works of art and old photos in the attached gallery. We learnt that Port
Wakefield was named after Edward Gibbon Wakefield who devised the
system of colonisation used in the early settlement of South Australia. The
town was originally known as Port Henry. lt was used as a port for copper
ore brought by mule and bullock trains from Burra where substantial
deposits had been found in 1845 . The town of Wakefield was established
next to the port in 1850 and Port Henry subsequently adopted the name Port
Wakefield. The later demise of the port was due in part to the advent of the
railway and in part to the lack of facilities. Little has been done to rebuild
Port Wakefield since those hectic days, and a quick 'time warp' bus tour
around the town's business and residential streets showed that almost all the
original nineteenth-century buildings are intact.
Proceeding on to Yorke Peninsula, we travelled through country where it
was estimated there had been some 500 members of the Aboriginal people in
the area when the first white settlers arrived. In 1856 that number had been
reduced to around 250, and by 1880 only 100 were left. Diseases introduced
by the white colonisers would account for some loss of the Aboriginal
population, but it must also be acknowledged that both recorded and even
more unrecorded killings by the invading powers contributed to the tragic
decimation of the indigenous inhabitants - the story of colonisation
throughout history.
Lunch at the foreshore lawns of the popular resort town of Port Vincent
provided a delightful and attractive break as we admired the placid waters of
St. Vincent Gulf.
Our next stop was at Stenhouse Bay where we met Richard Thomas from
the National Parks and Wildlife Service, who took us on a comprehensive
bus tour of the Innes National Park as well as a walk around the ruins of
lnneston. lnnes National Park itself is one of the most attractive and
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spectacular coastal National Parks of South Australia. Its 10,000 hectares
include natural mallee bushland, home to an abundance of native wildlife
such as the southern pigmy possums, mallee fowls , emus and western grey
kangaroos . Its rugged limestone coast, precipitous sheer cliffs and long,
sandy su:-f beaches provide a beautiful backdrop with magnificent views of
the Investigator Strait, Kangaroo Island, and the Gambier and Althorpe
groups of islands. Passing by Chinaman's Hat Island, and Cable Hut Bay on
the way, we walked up to the automatic lighthouse at the tip of Cape
Spencer giving us an opportunity not only to appreciate the views, but also
the pure oxygen blowing into our lungs. These forces of wind and wave
action over thousands of years have sculptured rocky headlands, wave-cut
platforms, and alluring, sandy beaches. The Cape Spencer lighthouse was
erected in 1972 . From its base we could get a closer view of Althorpe Island
and its lighthouse bui It in 1876. However, we were a little late to spot the
migratory southern whales that pass near the Cape during winter, heading for
the Bight.
Lying on the ocean bed off the coast of Yorke Peninsula are the remains of
around 40 shipwrecks. All were victims of the unpredictable storms that
frequent the area during winter, spring and autumn. An interpretive
maritime trail along the coast of Innes tells a tale of tragedy, bravery and
final agonising moments before those ships sank beneath the waves. Two of
the wrecks whose forlorn rusted iron was visible to us were the Ethel
wrecked in 1904, and the Ferret wrecked only metres away in 1920.
With Richard Thomas's informative commentary adding to the unspoiled
beauty of the scenery, we were ready for our walking tour of the ruins of
Inneston . The historic site of lnneston was established in 1913 to mine
gypsum (used to make plaster for building materials) . The gypsum was
extracted from the chain of salt lakes scattered throughout the area.
Initially the work was carried out with pick and shovel until the arrival of
machinery made life a little easier for the workers. By 1927 there were 80
individuals on the pay-roll, with families enjoying a high standard of living.
For example, few other communities in South Australia could match the
number of motor cars per head of population at that time.
The gypsum was transported to the Stenhouse Bay jetty, initially by horses
pulling seven carriages along wooden rail tracks and later by steam train .
Ships then transported the gypsum to Adelaide and beyond . The mine
ceased operating at lnneston in 1932 but was re-established at Stenhouse Bay
where it operated until 1970. Inneston gradually wasted away, and by 1973
it was deserted. However, the neglect of this prime heritage site was halted
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in ] 992 , when a11 cntliusiastic grour, including former residents, comme nced
a rehabilitation program for the remnants of the unique town .
Then on to Edithhurgh, where we were booked into the Edithburgh
Seaside Motel and the Troubridge Hotel Motel, both providing very
comfortable accommodation. We joined together for dinner at the
Edithburgh Hotel where a top quality meal , with country hospitality and
atmosphere, was presented in a 120-year old building. Our welcorr1e guests
were Peter and Helen Stockings. Peter, President of the local Progress
Association, made us aware that Edithburgh, no longer a busy port handling
grain , salt and gypsum, is now concentrating on the development of its
tourist trade (and doing it very well , according to our members.) And so to
bed!

Sunday
The opportunity to explore Edithburgh on foot and to browse in the Museum
was a good start to the day . Richard ' s handout materials from yesterday
included one on Edithburgh's story. The town was proclaimed in 1869 and
wheat was grown on surrounding farms for only a few years. Low fertility
soils were unable to produce good crops again until 1900, when a new
fertiliser - superphosphate - was tried and yielded amazing results, especially
with barley. Southern Yorke Peninsula became and remains world famous
as a barley producing area.
In the intervening years a new salt industry was developed which
continued until production ceased about 1960. The southern peninsula is
honeycombed with about 200 lakes and in the summer months a layer of salt
forms which can be harvested. At first it was shipped from the jetty across
the Gulf to the Castle Salt Co at Port Adelaide, but that company moved its
refinery to Edithburgh in 1898 . The Colonial Salt Co opened a second
refinery in 1904 but soon changed its name to the Commonwealth Salt
Refining Co. The Standard Salt Co established a third refinery after that .
The products from the three refineries and the stacks of bagged barley along
the cliff top near the jetty turned the port into the third busiest in the State.
The ships changed from square rigged vessels to steamers, with schooners
and ketches all playing a role.
The town continued to grow until the late 1920s when the effects of the
depression left their mark. The three salt refineries amalgamated with the
Australian Salt Co, and the population halved to about 500. After 1960
when the bulk handling facilities at Port Giles diverted barley and wheat
exports away from Edithburgh there was further population loss . Since the
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1980s there has bee n a resurgence in the town due to tourism , with many
attractive accommodation and dining places available .
We drove on to Yorketown and picked up Alan Twartz, a farmer who
lives nearby . His forebears arrived in the area in 1873 and he provided a
wealth of local information during his commentary for the next two hours .
He spoke of the Godsend of reticulated water, of why there are virtually no
dams in the area (only possible if there is a clay soil base), and how some
families have saved their bath water for the gardens until only recently.
Amongst one ruined and deserted property he pointed out an old
underground stone tank , built to collect run off water from the road. He
commented on the various crops as we passed and explained variations . The
barley did look magnificent - thick and weed free, with harvesting starting in
many areas .
He also spoke about salt harvesting and when we drove to Port Moorowie
on the south coast, pointed out where the bags of salt used to be pushed over
the cliff on wooden rails . We went inland again past Lake Fowler - the
largest salt lake - and then south past Kemp Bay (popular for surfing) for a
morning tea stop at the Marine Reserve where the anchor of the Clan
Ranald is mounted , and a plaque tells the story of one of SA' s worst
maritime disasters in 1909. The crew are buried in the Edithburgh
Cemetery: 5 officers in th e main part and the 31 Lascar crew in a mass grave
at the back.
The Scenic Drive lived up to its name, going past Troubridge Point and its
red brick Lighthouse, then around the ' heel' of the leg-shaped peninsula and
back to Edith burgh. This time we went past Sultana House built 1884 - 85
as a guest house by Mr Gottschalk. His vision for Edithburgh as a tourist
resort was grand - why else would he commission a guest house of 50
rooms? The depression of the 1890's spelt the end of his dream and after he
left the district, Sultana House was divided into three houses around 1918.
They are still standing today, among other tourist resort accommodation .
Travelling north past Coobowie (formerly known as Salt Creek) where
there are now oyster developments in the bay we could see the bulk handling
facilities of Port Giles. This opened in 1970 and is a natural deep sea port
with no town or shops. Turning west, heading for Yorketown we stopped at
the ruins of the Lake Sunday homestead - one of the oldest buildings on the
peninsula. As the peninsula's first buildings were on leased land, not a great
deal of trouble was taken and therefore really old buildings are rare . Lake
Sunday was leased to William Stamp in 1850 and 2 years later transferred to
William Rogers (from Tusmore ) who lived in this homestead. Richard's
13

hand o ut notes included a set about thi s place, and it was interesting trying to
identify the different buildings from the plan.
Back in Yorketown we dropped Alan Twartz off and headed for Minlaton
for a quick stop at the Harry Butler Memorial. Harry Butler was born in
Yorketown in 1889. The Memorial houses Captain Butler's famous World
War I Bristol Fighter aeroplane - the Red Devil - believed to be the only one
left in the world. The plane was delivered to the Royal Flying Corps_in 1918
and first flown in Yorkshire. Captain Butler bought it in I 919 and shipped it
to South Australia. In I 9 I 9 it made the first historic mail flight across the
sea in the southern hemisphere. After that it was used for joy rides, barn
storming and peace loan promotion . It was last flown in 1945 and was
stripped and rebuilt for its 70t11 anniversary in 1989.
There was a welcome stop for a picnic lunch at Port Victoria, the last of
the windjammer ports. The last square rigger to use the port was the Parmir
in 1949. Gordon Dutschke opened the tiny Maritime Museum or. the sea
front and talked about his recollections of the grain and wool clippers.
Time was running short when we reached Maitland, a town developed
from 1872 (there are good old buildings) and now an important centre for the
agricultural community. William Rogers leased property nearby here as well
- Ynoo homestead was the first to be erected in the district. We met Irene
Reid who explained the stories behind the IO panels of the Maitland Mural,
hanging in the Maitland Town Hall. It was a bicentenary project, opened in
1988, created by the Maitland Branch of the Embroiderers Guild from
designs drawn from photographs. The 3.5m x 2.6m canvas is stitched with
wool and took 5000 hours to work . The IO panels were worked individually
- then had to be joined. The local history of the district is depicted showing
a birdseye view of Yorke Peninsula. A quick visit to St John the Evangelist
Anglican Church followed where John Edwards, a Pastoral Assistant was
waiting. Their stained glass windows were created by Cedar Prest and
feature activities and birds from the district incorporating local scenes.
Our appreciation of the value of local knowledge was expressed at the
time but repeated here to Wendy and Peter Garvie (Port Wakefield),
Richard Thomas (Innes National Park), Peter Stockings (after dinner
speaker), Barbara Holmes (Edithburgh Museum), Alan Twartz (tour out of
Yorketown), Gordon Dutschke (Port Victoria Museum), Irene Reid and
John Edwards (Maitland).
Finally thanks to the Planning Sub-committee for the preparatory work
and special thanks to Richard House, coordinator and leader par excellence!
Elizabeth Rogers and Barbara Parker
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Catherine Helen Spence
A talk by Associate Professor Susan Magarey on the life of
Catherine Helen Spence at the meeting on 20 October 1997.
Susan Magarey, who has written a biography of Catherine Helen Spence,
reminded us that her name should be well-known in South Australia: a
scholarship has been named for her, a primary school, a child care centre, a
statue in Light Square and a plaque in Queen Street, Norwood. Hers was a
household name in the late 19 th century. At her 80 th birthday party the Chief
Justice of SA proclaimed her "the most distinguished woman we have had in
Australia".
Catherine was born in 1825 and educated in her village of Melrose as a
gentlewoman, with plans that she would go to a new institution in Edinburgh
offering advanced education for girls. She had decided by age 13 that she
would be a teacher and later a great writer. Sir Walter Scott lived just 2
miles away and she had learnt from her Mother an admiration of his works,
and a love of the songs of the Scottish Lowlands. But in 1839 her Father's
speculations on the price of wheat brought financial ruin and social disgrace.
With money borrowed from her Mother's family they purchased land in the
new Colony of South Australia.
David and Helen with their 8 children arrived in Adelaide in November
I 839, with Catherine deeply unhappy with frustrated ambition and religious
despair that God was punishing them. David became Adelaide's Town Clerk
from 1840 - 43 but the Council collapsed - Adelaide too was in deep
depression and drought - and David died the same year. At 17 years of age
Catherine began teaching for 6d . an hour: after 3 years she decided to open a
school with her Mother.
She began her first novel at 19 but it remained unfinished . . . in 1854
Clara Morison was published; then Tender and True in 1856; Mr Hogarth 's
Will in 1864 and in 1868, The Author's Daughter. In 1881 - 82 the Adelaide
Observer serialised 'Gathered In' but it was not published as a book until
1977. Handfasted of 1880 was rejected as being 'too socialistic ' but was
eventually published in 1984. A Week in the Future was her last major
fiction in 1889.
These six novels were a remarkable feat, achieved in the relative isolation
of her life in SA. She was probably not a great writer, but she was good.
She established a genre of Australian realistic fiction , combining biting
social satire and domestic realism . She found two other realms in which she
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could participate in the public life of the Colony. With Catherine Emily
Clark, who with Catherine was a member of the Unitarian Church, she
founded the Boarding Out Society to place destitute children in respectable
homes. She wrote letters to the press and lobbied MPs for this reform.
In 1866 Catherine visited Britain and was invited on her return to write an
article on her impressions. It was read for her by John Howard Clark with
great difficulty on account of her writing. Five years later when she was
asked for 2 literary lectures she decided to read them herself. This was a
great break with precedent: she announced that she would read them because
she wanted to make it easier for any woman who had something to say to
stand up and say it. She was a natural public speaker - she had a sweet yet
carrying voice with a Scotts accent. The lectures were on Robert and
Elizabeth Browning. Later she gave one on George Eliot which
subsequently appeared in the Melbourne Review in 1876, and it was under
her own name (her first novels were written anonymously)! This lecture
established Catherine as somewhat of an authority on current literature and
she was offered regular employment on the SA Register in 1878. Now
employed in the public sphere in a world occupied exclusively by men, she
had secured for herself a platform for the reforms she sought to promote.
Her third and longest lasting career was as a journalist. She was most
famous as a public speaker for electoral reform and the introduction of
proportional representation (PR). During 1892 she gave 40 addresses on PR
and made it the talk of the Colony. She spoke in Melbourne and Sydney and
in 1893 - 94 in the United States of America and in London. She also spoke
in support of votes for women .
Catherine was short and broad, undoubtedly plain but with alert, eager
eyes. She was indifferent to discomfort - she had great physical and mental
strength. She had a natural, engaging manner but like many intellectual
people, no small t2lk.
When the Chief Justice spoke of her as "the most distinguished woman ... "
she replied "I am a new woman, and I know it". In the wake of the
performances of Ibsen's A Doll's House in 1889 the 'New Woman' became
the subject of heated controversy, not only in Australia but world wide.
With her statement Catherine would have been inviting ridicule but no-one
dared to suggest it. She explained "I mean an awakened woman - awakened
to the sense of capacity and responsibility, not merely for the family and the
household but to the state. To be wise, not for her own selfish interests, but
that the world may be glad that she had been born".
Joy Batt
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Source: Thiele, C. 1982, The Adelaide Story,
Griffen Press, p.45.
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Pulteney - 150 Years and a Book
Meeting held 17 November 1997

Our speaker for the last meeting for 1997 was Mr John Moore, a
former Senior Master, Librarian and now archivist of Pulteney
Grammar School. The 150 Years Celebrations of The Anglican
Diocese of Adelaide, St. Peter's College and Pulteney are all being
held this year.
The Trustees of Pulteney first met in 184 7 and the school opened in
May 1848. From April of that year the SA Government gave a subsidy
of £20 per annum if 20 children were at a school, increasing up to £40
for 40 children. One hundred and fifty boys and girls were enrolled in
the first week; by September there were enough girls to be claimed the school became 'schools' with a room for the girls built on to the
original building!
An important difference between Pulteney and St. Peter's was that
the fees at Pu! teney were £ 1.10/- per annum, and at Saints £ 10 .10/-.
The poster that Mr Moore had prepared explained that St. Peter's
catered for the boys of wealthy families, Pulteney for boys (and girls
until 1884) of the middle classes, and St. Paul's (built in 1871 by the
congregation of St. Paul's Church) for the children of poor labourers.
A newspaper article at the end of 1848 reads: 'To English gentlemen of
standing and education the fear that their children could not be well
taught ... would operate almost as a bar to their immigration' ... but
now ... 'no person high or low, who wishes to emigrate need be
apprehensive of his children's education'.
The numbers enrolled fluctuated; school attendance in SA was not
compulsory and even in 1868, less than half of the children in Adelaide
were at school. Many had only a year or two of education and their
attendance was erratic. In 1858 a motion was passed to close Pulteney,
but later rescinded. The years 1861 - 1898 were a period of
consolidation and wide community acceptance as the good reputation
of the school spread. From 11 boys in September 1861 the numbers
rose to almost 300 in 1869 and the children now stayed for 4 or 5
years.
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Mr WP Nicholls was headmaster for 41 years, 1900 - 1941. An old
scholar said "I always regarded him as a great man, highly principled, a
great sense of humour and the ability to inspire boys". Class work and
sporting activity were slowly improved in his time, especially after the
move to South Terrace in 1921; now it became Pulteney Grammar
School and no longer Pulteney Street School (see picture of first school
below). School uniform was encouraged but was not compulsory
until Reverend WR Ray came in 1947.
Reverend Ray threw himself into the task of building up the school
(there were only 104 pupils when Mr Nicholls retired). He had a
strong personality and public relations ability - he made people notice
the now more attractive school. Nearby properties were bought and a
waiting list created. In 1951 the Leaving Year was introduced and in
1953 Leaving Honours - at last the boys could complete their schooling
at Pulteney.
Reverend Ray retired after 26 years but building activity continued
with the new wood work centre in 1975, the overpass in 1976, the
Music Department, the new Preparatory School and so on. The school
now has 5 ½ acres.
For some years the school has been directed towards the age of
technology with lap-top and notebook computers. The buildings have
been paimed in antique colours and look stunning. Mr Moore, with
others, has compiled a book on the school's history. There are about
15,000 old scholars including the famous singer Peter Dawson and
painter Jeffrey Smart.
Joy Batt
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Worth Noting

JACARANDA BLOOMING
A Month of Community Celebration - November 1997
November saw Burnside in full bloom, both literally and culturally.
Jacaranda Blooming, a month of community celebration, focussed attention
not only on the visual splendour of the beautiful jacaranda-lined streets of
Burnside, but also on its parks, open spaces, heritage and culture. The
Burnside Historical Society contributed to the festival with bus tours around
the streets of the Burnside, under the informative guidance of Society members
Edna Bayfield and Richard House. These popular tours included a
Devonshire tea stop at the Pepper Street Gallery. Burnside Historical Society
members also provided guided tours of the Glen Osmond mines.

The Burnside Historical Society welcomes the following new members
since the last Newsletter (September 1997):
Mr Jim Wickham of Tusmore,
Mrs Jane Huxtable of Beaumont.

It would be appreciated if members changing address could add the
Society to the list of notifications necessary at this stressful time.

A few instances of the other multiple activities are indicated below.

Eastern Regional Seminar

A nature walk through Ferguson Conservation Park offered a glimpse into the
historical diversity of our native environment. As the last piece of remnant
scrub on the Adelaide Plain, the walk provided the opportunity to appreciate
more fully the beauty and significance of this rare expanse.

The Burnside Historical Society has offered to host the next regional
seminar sometime in 1999, with help from the City of Burnside. A
sub-committee will be formed later next year when forward planning
will begin.

Maybe you went to the wonderful social afternoons of entertainment in the
Burnside Community Centre. Or perhaps you enjoyed garden tea at Kurralta.
' Kurralta ' is an aboriginal world meaning 'on a hill', and the house was
designed by architect Sir George Kingston and built in 1843-1846 by Dr.
William Wyatt, a keen botanist and horticulturalist.

Publications

The Jacaranda Celebration Concert by the Burnside Symphony Orchestra was
another highlight of the community month, with musical treats from the works
of Beethoven, Strauss, and Schubert. Friends of the Arts in Burnside (FAB)
provided the refreshments served at interval.

Little Treasures , an exhibition of affordable giftware handcrafted by local
artists, opened at Pepper Street Gallery during the Jacaranda Blooming
celebrations, and continues until Christmas Eve.
Other community activities included bike rides, drama performances, markets,
art/craft workshops, films and a moonlight walk. Something for everyone!
Elizabeth Rogers
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(further information available from the Editor)

Into History has been published in 3 editions since 1988. Now its
inclusion criteria and format have changed, and it is published in 2
parts: Part 1: The Australian Historical Directory
Part 2: Guide to the Societies
Part 2 would be good to seek out in a library as it may interest someone
seeking particular information at a local level. Many details about
respondent societies are provided, including 'special projects being
undertaken, publications produced, research access to resource
materials held, arrangements for public access to any facilities that the
organisation controls' etc.

